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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Eighty-Fourth Day: Saturday, March 24, 2018 
Post Time: 12:00 P.M. (Eastern) 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 851*-250-166-129—29%W, 64%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #8 Imprimis (9th race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #8 Kikinboy (8th race)—6-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#6)KIERLAND: Hooks light crew on drop; closer gets pace to his outside  
(#2)BAKELITE: Steadied at the quarter-pole, beaten 2.5 lengths last time 
(#5)ZAPTUIT: Last is better that it looks on paper; third start of form cycle 
(#1)LOOKIN FOREVER: Mild improvement off extended rest; saves-ground 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-5-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)BE A HERO: Tactical foot, the rail, & Jaramillo; won 5 of last 6 on dirt  
(#2)PROMETE: Has to deal w/ Be a Hero early; can get game when hooked 
(#3)STARSHIP APOLLO: Hot commodity at claim box sits the stalking trip 
(#6)PACHANGA PARTY: Housed similar in last at 10-1; cuts back 1/16th  
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-3-6 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#6)JAI BLUE: On bridle into quick pace in last; stretch-out to 8F is huge 
(#5)MR. G T: Sharp middle move to win last; right back for $12,500 today 
(#2)JUDITH’S SUNSET: Third behind top choice two-back; slight drop suits 
(#4)OCTOPYTHIUS: Last was a head-scratcher; wheeled back off the claim 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-5-2-4 
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RACE FOUR 
(#8)SANFILIPO: Aired when last in for $6,250; sitting on a smoking work  
(#5)IL FARAONE: Like the cutback from two-turns to one; “fast” dirt O.K. 
(#6)LITTLE MATT: 1-paced late in last 2 on this level; tab for minor award 
(#4)SILVER SHALIS: Likes Gulfstream; eight-furlongs beyond his scope? 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-6-4 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)SAMURAI’SFIRSTLADY: Toss last—reared at start; Irad saves ground  
(#8)MS. VIOLETTE: Rough start hurt last time; third race off the sidelines 
(#7)DIAMOND LOVE: Graduated for a dime off shelf; no world-beaters here 
(#3)TACO WAYNE’S SHOT: Got some needed time off; steps up in class X2 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-7-3 
 
 
RACE SIX—Any Limit Stakes 
(#4)ELEVENSES: Ran off the T.V. with Lasix & blinkers; holds all the aces  
(#5)DI MARIA: Race sets up for her late kick; late jock change to N. Juarez  
(#1)ROSES IN THE SOUTH: She’ll get hooked early; at her best on the grass 
(#3)ONEBRETHATATIME: Fuels quick pace; is destined for a minor placing 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-1-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#1)ZEFIRO: Barn hits at a gaudy clip off the claim; right back for $16,000  
(#8)ABBOT: Loves minor awards but placed in 10-of-15; first race for Vitali 
(#7)GRAND NENUCO: Useful try off shelf at Tampa behind next-out winner 
(#9)GRAN SAMAN: His current form is sharp; 7.5-furlongs is the x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-7-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#8)KIKINBOY: Double-dip class drop on point, hood “off”; good post draw  
(#1)KING WILDCAT: Non-threatening second at 2-1 in last vs. similar foes 
(#3)RIDER OF THE BLUE: Has improved on dirt with blinkers; no early lick 
(#5)BONUS CARD: Rallied from far back in last 2; needs quick early splits 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-3-5 
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RACE NINE 
(#8)IMPRIMIS: Stylish win in first crack at winners; gets I. Ortiz, Jr. here  
(#1)OUR INDEPENDENCE: Brutal trip in last when 2nd behind top choice 
(#7)IMA WILDCAT: Fast, tractable, and sharp; first off claim for K. Attard 
(#6)SHADOW ROCK: Salty veteran was a good 3rd off claim; 12X winner 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-7-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#6)ZIPPY WILLY: 2nd behind a nice colt on debut; dictates pace, wire job  
(#1)AND STILL: Sire’s get can handle dirt as well; upside, good post draw 
(#3)ELUSIVE HERO: 2nd despite rough start on debut; improvement likely 
(#7)UNION RANKS: $250K colt debuts for J. Jerkens; dam stakes placed 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-1-3-7 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#5)BRONSON: Runs well fresh; love the blinkers “off” move—overlay? 
(#3)ROCKETRY: Last race sets him up well for this one; “bullet” in holster 
(#7)CONQUEST SANDMAN: Razor-sharp in ‘18; perfect going 8.5F on turf 
(#6)KEEP QUIET(FR): G3 stakes winner returns off a near 17 mo. hiatus 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-7-6 
 
 
RACE TWELVE—Hutcheson Stakes (G3) 
(#4)TRICKS TO DOO: Irad clocks hot pace, rolls by; hooked buzz saw in last  
(#6)SOUTACHE: Quick splits sets up kick; great post draw outside speed 
(#2)BELLE TAPISSERIE: Game versus winners; 6F right in his wheelhouse 
(#1)IMPACT PLAYER: Two-race win streak vs. lesser foes; used up early? 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-2-1 
 
 
RACE THIRTEEN 
(#2)BEACH TREASURE: He’s improving; bred to love 2-turns on the grass  
(#4)APATOW: Massive class drop for Pletcher; unproven on “firm” going 
(#3)CHRISTMAS TREAT: Great debut from 10-hole; “bullet” around “dogs” 
(#1)MASQUERADER: Last start a puzzler; slight cutback and drop on point 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-3-1 
 
 * Selections not posted: Friday, January 26—Sunday, January 28, 
Saturday, February 3, and Saturday, February 17, 2018 
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